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When employers think about chronic health conditions, diseases like cancer, diabetes and heart

disease likely come to mind. But many employers may be missing a major driver of healthcare costs

and absenteeism from their purview: gastrointestinal issues. 

Gastrointestinal (GI) issues are de�ned as any condition that affects the digestive tract, including

irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), acid re�ux and hemorrhoids. Given the nature of GI conditions, it's

often under-discussed in the workplace and even the doctor's of�ce, making the road to diagnosis

and treatment a long one. Treatment doesn't guarantee people will be able to return to normal either,

says Sam Jactel, founder and CEO of Ayble, an employee bene�t dedicated to gut health. 

"I'm a privileged white guy — I have been able to access a great gastroenterologist, and I've been able

to afford it," says Jactel. "I have taken the drugs I was told to take and followed guidelines, and I've still

been sick. I am not alone."

Read more: Lyra Health addresses serious mental health needs with expanded bene�t network

Jactel suffered from an in�ammatory bowel disease for 10 years before realizing medication wasn't

enough to manage his symptoms. Ayble, which offers nutrition and mental health support, was his

response to the gap in care in the GI space. Up to 70 million Americans live with a chronic
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gastrointestinal issue, with nearly 40% of Americans with GI conditions admitting they have had to

stop routine activities like exercise, running errands and socializing due to their symptoms, according

to the American Gastroenterological Association. On top of that, a report from the NEJM Journal

Watch estimates that GI issues cost the U.S. healthcare system $136 billion annually, which is more

than heart disease and mental health conditions. Unsurprisingly, UnitedHealth Group usually ranks

GI among the top �ve drivers of healthcare costs for employers.

"Over the last �ve years, Ayble has done a lot of work to understand how expensive we really are,"

says Jactel. "Even lower acuity GI conditions like IBS are generating more cost than the average

diabetic. Not only are people with GI [conditions] really expensive, but they can't make it to work, or

when they do, they're kind of partially there. If you've got a stomachache, you're not a very

productive employee, are you?" 

Read more: AT&T and Maven expand fertility bene�ts to support 125,000 employees

Jactel underlines how vital management is for a chronic condition, noting that even if an employee

has the right specialist in-network, it still won't solve the array of symptoms they're likely dealing with

on a day-to-day basis. For GI health management, patients need help choosing the right foods and

ingredients their bodies can digest, as well as help understanding the role their mental health and

moods play in digestion. Accordingly, Ayble helps its members identify trigger foods to create a

personalized diet plan, even providing a national grocery store database that employees can use to

check if their would-be purchase is safe. The platform's mind-gut program provides techniques to

ease stress and hopefully make digestion easier. 

Bene�ts & engagement playbook

Up level your benefits strategy and performance with this handy guide to best

practices.
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"You're not just a sack of guts," says Jactel. "Your mind and your gut are connected by a kind of

information superhighway. We help people retrain how their mind and their guts communicate

through auditory guided exercises."

Jactel also warns employers that gut health does not impact workers equally, making it a healthcare

and inclusivity issue. According to the American College of Gastroenterology,  women experience IBS

two to six times more than men do and tend to have worse symptoms. Notably, postmenopausal

women report even more GI symptoms than other women, pointing to the impact hormonal changes

can have on their digestive system. 

Read more: Autoimmune disease support might be the next big bene�t in healthcare

While GI may go unspoken in the workplace, that doesn't mean employers should ignore it when it

comes to their healthcare bene�ts, stresses Jactel. If GI is driving costs for your plan, it may be worth

considering whether employees have the resources to manage their condition or if their health is just

getting worse.

"You can't �x GI just by throwing doctors at the problem," says Jactel. "To manage a condition, you

need to utilize tools that employ technology and humans together to manage a patient holistically.

We're here to really enhance and be the connective tissue in the 99% of the time that patients are out

of the clinic."

Deanna  Cuadra Sen ior Reporter, Employee Benefit News

For reprint and licensing requests for this article, click here.
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5 ways to help employees eat healthier at work

March is National Nutrition Month. How can you help your workforce form eating habits that will bene�t them for

life?

By Lee Hafner
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By Charlotte Hampton
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Navigating the landscape of tech employment

Making sure knowledge and skills are up to date will help those looking to enter or stay in the tech industry.

By Shahin Fard
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Biden administration urges UnitedHealth
to pay back providers after getting hacked

The letter also asked the health-care giant to expedite funds to

providers that weren't paid as a result of the incident.

Mar 11, 2024

Your employees with ADHD are struggling.
Here's how to help

With increased diagnoses and a medication shortage, employers can

play an important role in supporting those with the condition.

Mar 7, 2024

20% of women die from heart disease.
Employer bene�ts and intervention can
lead to change

Focusing on preventive care like proper nutrition, exercise and sleep

habits is an actionable way for employers to address women's health.

Feb 1, 2024

Cancer care, autoimmune disease support
and Ozempic: Healthcare trends to watch

Stay on top of employees' healthcare needs with emerging bene�ts

that address preventive care and cost-cutting measures.

Feb 16, 2024

When a health scare happens, empathetic
employers come out on top

From dealing with cancer diagnoses to lowering the costs of

medications, employers are prioritizing health with bene�ts and

policies.
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THE PLIGHT OF THE WORKING PARENT
Working parents spend 20% of their income on child care — if they can even �nd it. In the absence of federal

support, employers are under pressure to step in.
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Cancer survivor and caregiver: The
workplace bene�ts that supported this VP

Lesli Marasco, VP of global bene�ts and well-being at AbbVie, shares

her story as a cancer survivor and caregiver for her parents after their

cancer diagnoses.

Jan 24, 2024
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